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Abstract
A computational algorithm is developed and executed to calculate the rate of depletion of
magnetospheric ions by an electrostatic tether at various altitudes. This computation
relies upon past studies in the OML regime of charged tethers to determine the deflection
angles incurred upon incoming ions at any given incident velocity. Calculated depletion
rates are used to computationally estimate the time required to deplete a given range of
the magnetosphere.
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Chapter 1
Background
The Earth's magnetosphere is defined as the region within which phenomena are
dominated by the Earth's magnetic field and extends to roughly 10 earth radii at the
equator. Collisions among incoming cosmic neutrons produce mass amounts of charged
particles which in turn have the tendency to travel along magnetic field lines, and
populate the magnetosphere. Many such particles follow the field lines into one of the
Earth's poles and thus exit the magnetosphere, but many are repelled by the increasing
magnetic field and thus become trapped within the magnetosphere for long periods of
time. Satellites passing through or orbiting within the magnetosphere require expensive
shielding against high-velocity trapped ions, particularly those whose energies exist near
or above the order of 1 MeV, and we can minimize the amount of damage incurred if we
artificially reduce the magnetospheric populations with electrostatic tether satellites.
Furthermore, in the event of a nuclear warhead detonating at high-altitude, the saturation
of the magnetosphere may be further exacerbated, in which case a tether satellite can
assist in expediting the natural remediation process.
1.1 Magnetic Mirrors
A magnetic mirror is defined as a magnetic field configuration in which the field strength
changes along the field lines in such a way that charged particles tend to reverse direction
once in the high-field region. Such a configuration usually consists of parallel magnetic
field lines constricting and intensifying along a given axis. The Earth's magnetic field
produces a similar phenomenon near either magnetic pole, near which the Earth's
magnetic field lines constrict.
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If a charged particle is traveling along a magnetic field line within a uniform magnetic
field and no electric field, then the field exerts no forces upon the particle beyond those
contributing to Larmor gyrations. Thus, particles in uniform magnetic fields free of
electric fields travel with constant velocity perpendicular to the field line and with
constant radial speed. However, if the magnetic field lines begin to converge, a new
force is introduced parallel to the field line.
B (z)
0 v z
Throat
Figure 1-1: Particle approaching a magnetic throat.
Define a particle of charge q and velocity v traveling along a magnetic field line B. At a
given point along the line, an adjacent field line of similar magnitude converges towards
it and lies at distance r L. The force on the particle in the direction parallel to its initial
velocity is expressed:
< F >= -Iqv x BIsin a = -IqlvBsinx (1-1)
sina = -B,
B
To simplify:
< F >= qv1 B,. (1.2)
Calculate the gradient of B to obtain Br as a function of B,:
V -B - (rB, )+ B, =0 (1.3)
r ar az
Integrate to obtain:
r- dB (1.4)
rB, =-r dr
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- - -- 
a~ _a - ~__my e~=-m - - ~ -in~~
BSuppose the radius of the curvature of the lines is small enough that z is constant:
az
L B, 1 ,r2aB[rB,.]' - u1 az 2 az
1 ~B 14
Br(rL) -rL (
2 az
Substituting this expression back into the parallel force yields:
1 2
viL B mv1 3B.< F >= -Iql - - -- (1.5)2 az B az
We define g as the magnetic moment such that
mv_ 2 (1.6)
B
3B.
< F >=-pu = -p V IB (1.7)
dz
As a particle enters a region where the magnetic field lines converge, it experiences a net
parallel retarding force. Depending on the particle's velocity and the magnetic field, the
particle may be reflected back entirely. Suppose that such a particle does get reflected.
Define a series of magnetic field lines constricted on two sides. Now define a particle at
the center, where the field lines are parallel, as having velocity v0 = (v, 0 , vio ). At the
point of deflection, the velocity in the direction parallel to the magnetic field is zero, so
Vr = (vi,,O). First we employ energy conservation:
I M(v 2 + V10 2 \ 2 (1.8)
2 2
Then g conservation:
1mv 02 _ 1 I2 (1.9)
2 B0  2 B,
Thus:
2
s+ v i 2 ()
BO V0, sin2 (00 )
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0 sin- B (1.10)
Thus, if the particle's velocity vector lies at too great an angle from the magnetic field
line along which it travels, the particle will reverse direction and be reflected backwards.
1.1.1 Magnetic Mirrors and the Van Allen Belts
Just as the magnetic field lines in our mirror example expand and contract, so do the
Earth's magnetic field lines, which converge towards the magnetic poles and expand near
the equator. A particle traveling along one of these lines may have its velocity oriented
insufficiently along the line to overcome the mirror forces incurred upon approaching a
pole. Approximating symmetry of the earth's magnetic field lines across the equator, a
particle deflected close to one pole will maintain its parallel speed and thus be similarly
deflected upon approaching the opposite pole. Thus, a charged particle with insufficient
speed to overcome the earth's mirror effect along a given magnetic field line will be
trapped along that field line.
The magnetic field lines along which this phenomenon is particularly prevalent are called
the Van Allen Belts, or radiation belts. The high-energy charged particles which heavily
populate the radiation belts prove hazardous to satellites attempting to pass through these
ranges of space, and sufficiently protecting these satellites against the radiation is terribly
costly, so depleting the radiation belts by a given magnitude will cut costs on satellite
protection in future launches.
Another concern pertaining to the radiation belts lies in the possibility of nuclear
intercontinental ballistic missiles, launched either in error or intentionally, being
intercepted and detonated in mid-flight. Nuclear clean-up efforts close to the surface of
the Earth take many years already, but the radioactive debris emitted to the ionosphere
and magnetosphere by a high-altitude nuclear detonation is trapped in the radiation belts
by the mirror effect. In such an event, man-made satellites could help expedite the
radiation belt remediation, thus reducing any possible ecological ramifications.
1.1.2 The Loss Cone
For a particle with a given velocity vector traveling along a given magnetic field line, we
define the iange of velocities for which the particle can escape as the "loss cone." The
angle of this cone is defined by the limits in (1. 10) We illustrate this cone in velocity
space. For future reference, we establish axes for a particle in the ionosphere.
x: east (x>0)
y: north (y>0)
z: away from the earth, "up" (z>O)
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Since this loss cone applies to all particles traveling along this magnetic field line, we can
assume that all such particles whose velocities fall into the loss cone have already exited
the radiation belts. Our objective is to deflect the remaining particles such that their post-
deflection velocities do fall into the loss cone, and to that end we employ a dual-tether
satellite.
1.1.3 Solution via Electrostatic Tethers
If we attach an electromagnetic bare tether to a satellite in the magnetosphere, we can
induce a potential difference between the tether and the ambient plasma. This would
induce an electrodynamic force upon the plasma, including the trapped radiation, and
either collect the charged particles or deflect them at various angles. Theoretically, we
can use such a tether to deflect trapped radiation belt particles such that their post-
deflection velocities would fall into the loss cone. Much research has been conducted on
the behavior of tether satellites with regards to collecting charge, and much of this
research can be used to analyze its deflecting properties as well.
1.2 Previous Research
Much prior research has been conducted on the behavior of electrodynamic tethers in
plasma, including computational, theoretical, and experimental. Since this thesis is
focused upon theoretical trajectories of charged particles in the vicinity of the tether, I
will review some of the most pertinent theoretical publications and their most useful
equations. Computational and experimental research projects are also utilized to
establish the proper parameters for our calculations and will be sourced as they warrant.
1.2.1 Langmuir and Mott-Smith - 1926
Langmuir and Mott-Smith pioneered the study of current collection by spherical and
cylindrical probes, from which they derived the collection limits for thin and thick
cylinders, named the Orbital Motion Limit and Langmuir Limit, respectively. Electrons
sense the presence of the tether only within an imaginary cylindrical barrier called a
sheath (beyond which the potential difference is negligible) and their trajectories are
deflected toward the tether as they approach. In the OML limit, whether or not it is
captured depends upon its angular momentum. In the Langmuir Limit, the sheath can be
regarded as totally flat, so that attracted particles that enter the sheath are all collected.
Per unit of collecting body area, the OML limit gives the highest current possible.
We use this expression to determine the tether architecture.
1.2.2 Sanmartin and Estes - 1999
Taking the Maxwellian distribution for the particle distribution function, Sanmartin and
Estes calculated not only the limit of the probe radius for the current collection to be
within the OML regime, but also an approximation of the collected current once the
11
tether is within the OML regime. The latter is used to approximate the current collected
by the tether in the magnetosphere, which we use to determine the tether architecture.
IOML = 2RLen- 2ether 
1.9)
me
1.2.3 B.M. Minor, Tethers Unlimited, Inc. - 2003
Minor calculated the scattering rates of electrons by an electrostatic tether composed of
several tethers bound together in a cylindrical alignment, parallel to one another.
Employing analytical calculations for the two-dimensional cross-section of the tether
cluster, Minor calculates the potential of the tether and the electron flux rates for various
energy levels. The electron results lie outside the scope of this thesis, which will focus
solely on ion fluxes, yet the analytical methods employed, specifically those pertaining to
the 2-dimensional quantifying of tether potential and particle trajectory, bear direct
application to theoretical electrodynamic research.
1.3 Thesis Outline
First and foremost, we will have to determine what sort of tether we wish to employ.
Many sorts of tether designs have been theorized, including single and dual tethers, yet
each of them exhibits its own strengths and weaknesses when faced with the task of
deflecting particles in the magnetosphere. We need to determine the best design, or
perhaps develop one of our own.
Once we settle on our tether's architecture, we will need to determine the theoretical
scattering properties of the tether with respect to incoming particles. Approximation
methods for extreme cases will also be useful.
After determining the theoretical deflection properties, we can calculate the rate at which
the tether will scatter particles into the loss cone when immersed in plasma with a given
distribution of particle velocities and energies. This rate will determine the amount of
time required for a tether satellite to depopulate a given region of the Van Allen Belts by
a given factor.
12
Chapter 2
Tether Design
2.1 Tether Orientation
For a base case, we assume an equatorial, circular orbit. In order to maximize the tether's
effectiveness, we want to orient the tether such that the maximum fraction of the particles
which interact with the tether can be redirected such that their velocities fall into the loss
cone. We are utilizing a tether that is much longer than its sheath is wide, so in analyzing
its electromagnetic effects on a charged particle, we can assume that the tether is
infinitely long. Thus, a charged particle approaching the tether will not undergo any
change in velocity in the direction parallel to the tether.
Next we must determine the ideal orientation of the tether with respect to the Earth. If we
orient the tether directly parallel to the magnetic field at the equator (i.e. in the y-
direction), the only change in velocity will occur in the v,-v, plane of velocity space.
Since the tether is so much more massive than any incoming particle, we assume their
interaction to ultimately result in only a change in the x-z component of the particle's
momentum, not a change in its magnitude. Thus, for a particle interacting with a tether
oriented in the y-direction, the particle's velocity vector can only be rotated about the y-
axis and not altered in any other way. The loss cone is radially symmetric about the y-
axis, so if a particle's velocity vector lies outside the loss cone before interacting with the
y-oriented tether, the velocity vector cannot be redirected into the loss cone. Thus, a y-
oriented tether cannot scatter trapped particles into the loss cone and is inadequate for our
design. The tether must ideally lie anywhere within the xz-plane, or equatorial plane, for
maximum scattering effect.
Within the equatorial plane, the tether's orientation angle has no effect on its ability to
scatter particles since we are assuming the loss cone and particle density to be radially
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symmetric. However, if the tether is parallel to neither the z-axis nor the x-axis, the
earth's gravitational field will exert a greater force on the end closer to the earth, resulting
in a torque on the tether. Orienting the satellite parallel to the z-axis, as proposed by TUI,
thus results in an unstable equilibrium. On the other hand, if the tether experiences no
other forces of similar or greater magnitude, stable equilibrium is maintained by aligning
the tether parallel to the z-axis so that it points towards the earth, as in Figure 2-1.
z
Figure 2-1: Tether Orbital Alignment
2.2 Tether Architecture
2.2.1 Single-Tether Designs
The simplest tether design is a single bare tether attached to a power supply such that the
surface of the tether is potentially biased with respect to its surrounding plasma. Since
charge cannot accumulate on the tether, a second "electrode" is needed to collect the
opposite polarity particles, so a "single tether" design is unphysical.
If the tether is biased positive, the excess charge can be eliminated by affixing a cathode
(which must itself be biased negatively) to disperse it out of the end of the tether.
Unfortunately, this produces a net current within the tether, and since we have already
established that our tether must lie perpendicular to the Earth's magnetic field, the tether
succumbs to a Lorentz force constantly accelerating or decelerating the satellite,
depending on orientation.
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Figure 2-2: Single Bare Positive Tether with Cathode
On the other hand, affixing a cathode either in the center of the tether or onto each end
would split the current into two equal and opposite directions. Rather than induce linear
acceleration, the Lorentz force would now induce a net torque, which could be countered
by the gravitational gradient between the lower and higher cathodes when some
equilibrium angle to the vertical is reached.
While such a system would be dynamically stable up to some current, attracting electrons
with such a high-voltage tether produces a very high current which must be rejected by
the cathodes. Sanmartin and Estes give the current collected by an electromagnetic tether
as by the following equations [1], where j is an index for each of the N different types of
ions present in the radiation belts.
Positive Tether:
Negative Tether:
I = 2ren L 2eFT
m,
N 
~ 2eCDT
I =)2renL
j=1
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(2.1)
(2.2)
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Figure 2-3: Single Bare Positive Tether, Two Cathodes and Power Supplies
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Figure 2-4: Single Bare Positive Tether, Central Cathode and Power Supply
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10km
Due to the high voltage of the tether and the low mass of the electrons, the current from a
positive tether becomes strikingly high. A preferable design might utilize a negative
tether, whose resulting current would be reduced by two orders of magnitude, thanks to
the heavier ions.
2.2.2 Dual-Tether Designs
If a simple tether is biased negative, positive ions would be continuously attracted to the
tether and would remain affixed to the surface of the tether until enough electrons are
attracted to neutralize it. One remedy for this is to add a power supply to bias one portion
of the tether positively and sufficiently so that it can attract enough electrons to neutralize
all of the incoming ions. This effectively converts our single tether into an anti-parallel
dual-tether. However, the electrons collected by the tether would enter from the positive
side, and the collected ions would accumulate on the negative side. Thus, the collected
electrons would travel in a single direction to neutralize the collected ions, again inducing
a Lorentz force and producing in the satellite unwanted acceleration.
4,
H
4,4,1
~fJzQ)B
z
Z
Ui2
F
F
[
I I
10km
10km
Figure 2-5: Anti-Parallel Dual Tether
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I
V.V. Danilov has proposed constructing a 10-km parallel dual-tether consisting of two
oppositely-charged tethers traveling parallel to each other and perpendicular to the
Earth's magnetic field. His model connects the two tethers at one end by a power supply,
architecturally similar to the anti-parallel tether, only bent in half.
100k
FF
Figure 2-6: Parallel Dual Tether
As electrons reach the positive tether and travel to the negative tether to neutralize its
attracted ions, they create a current in each satellite of equal magnitude and opposite
direction, producing a Lorentz force in each. These forces cause the tethers to rotate
about the power supply. However, while this adjustment eliminates the linear Lorentz
acceleration, it requires additional architecture to maintain functionality. For a tether
potential of 1 MeV, the sheath radius measures on the order of 102 m, so if the two tethers
are hooked onto the same satellite and run parallel to each other, their sheaths would
intersect, complicating the scattering model and reducing efficiency. Keeping the two
tethers outside of each other's sheaths requires the addition of at least one insulated beam
no shorter than the sum of the two sheath radii, again on the order of 102 m. Even when
the tether sheaths no longer directly interfere with one another, their proximity dictates
that each tether would "block" a certain angular range of incoming particles from the
other. This not only restricts the angular range from which each tether can attract new
particles from the plasma, but it also proves inefficient as one tether scatters particles that
had already been scattered by the other.
Furthermore, as electrons reach the positive tether and travel to the negative tether to
neutralize its attracted ions, they create a current in each satellite of equal magnitude and
opposite direction, producing a Lorentz force in each. These forces pull the tether further
and further in opposite directions until the entire tether satellite straightens itself out and
the Lorentz force becomes linear one again. This can be corrected by once again adding
an insulated beam connecting the tethers, this time at the end opposite that of the power
18
supply, yet we continue to search for a design that is self-correcting and avoids such
inefficiencies.
2.2.3 Series Tether Design
We thus propose a tether design which we shall call the "series tether." It consists of a
series of three tethers connected by two separate power supplies running current in
opposite directions. The central 10-km tether will be positively biased while the two 5-
km tethers on either end will be negatively biased, the idea being that each half of the
positive tether will attract a sufficient number of electrons to neutralize the ions attracted
by the negative tether on its own side. Each half of the tether thus produces an equal
amount of current, but in opposite directions. The induced Lorentz forces can be
approximated as originating on the center of each half of the total tether, and pointing in
opposite directions, resulting in a net torque. However, since two power supplies reside
10 km apart from each other, they induce a substantial gravitational gradient torque in the
direction opposite that of the Lorentz torque. The satellite thus reaches a point of stable
angular equilibrium at which the two torques negate each other.
15km
F
QDB
10km
Z
F
Figure 2-7: Series Tether
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2.2.4 Tether Angle
For a tether satellite orbiting the earth, we define the neutral position as when the tether
points directly towards and away from the earth. We define 0 and $ to be the tether's
pitch and roll, respectively, such that X=Rcos0 and Z=RsinO, where R is the radius from
the satellite's center of mass. Taking Rorbit to be the radius of the satellite's orbit
measured from the center of the Earth, the total gravitational gradient torque vector is
given by:
(y2 _ Z 2)dm)cos2 0sin 0 cos #'
QGG = 3Q _z 2 )dm)sin 0cos 0cos > (2.3)
(Y2 - x2)dm)sin JCOSsin#
Q = ,-3 GMEarth = 3.98 x 1014
Since our satellite will retain orbit within the equatorial plane, gravity will induce a
torque about only the y-axis, so the only non-zero term in the gravitational gradient
torque is the y-component. Furthermore, our tether has no reason to roll, making $-0,
and thus cos$-1. The y-component of the torque is thus expressed:
(QGG ) 2 = ' ((x 2 - z 2 dm)sin 0 cos 0 (2.4)
Ignoring the weight of the tether itself for now, we consider only the torque resulting
from the power supplies. The integral in the torque expression thus comes to represent
what we will approximate as point masses:
f(x2_z2 PM=MI(X2 Z12 )+m 2 (X 2 2 Z 2 2) (2.5)
The positions of the two power supplies are represented by:
X, =Rsin9 X 2 = -R sin0 (2.6)
Z, =Rcos9 Z 2 =-Rcos9
Substituting these into the mass integral expansion and assuming the masses of the two
power supplies to be equal yields:
f(X2 - z 2 Pdm = m((R sin 0)2 -(R cos 0)2 )+ m((R sin 0)2 - (R cos 0)2) (2.7)
= 2mR 2(sin2 -cos 2 0)= -2mR 2 cos 20
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Substitute this back into our torque equation (2.4) to get:
(QGG ) = 3Q 2 (- 2mR 2 cos 20)sin G cos 0 (2.8)
= -6mQ 2 R 2 cos20sin2O
Assuming the tether pitch to be sufficiently small (0<<1), we can approximate cos20=
and sin20=20. Furthermore, the radius R from the center of the tether to either power
supply is simply one quarter the length of the total tether, thus making our torque:
(QGG)v = (2.9)
Now we pair this against the torque resulting form the Lorentz torque. We first focus on
either half of the tether satellite, such that all of the current within our focus travels in a
single direction. If we overestimate the half-tether's current to be roughly constant
throughout its length, the earth's magnetic field exerts the following Lorentz force:
F 2 ABsin V/ (2.10)
I = current through either power supply
X= total length of tether
B = magnetic field
y = angle between wire and magnetic field
Since we are orienting the tether in the equatorial plane, perpendicular to the magnetic
field, W- a/2, and siny = 1. Thus, the Lorentz force on half the tether is simplified to:
F AB
F = 2(2.11)2
The half-tether Lorentz force can be approximated as being enacted upon the half-tether's
center, that is, on its power supply. The distance from the center of the tether satellite to
either power supply is, again, one quarter of the length of the entire tether. Thus, the
induced torque for either half of the tether is:
TL R=  = 8 (2.12)2 8
Since our satellite is both radially and axially symmetric, the torque on either side is
equal. The sum of the torques is thus, simply:
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TL 4 (2.13)
At equilibrium, the torques on the satellite will cancel each other out, and we are left with
an expression for the equilibrium pitch angle.
(QGG ), + L= 0
3-m2 X29+ IA 2 B =0
4 4
_ IB (2.14)
3mQ 2
To quantify this expression, we start by squaring our original expression for Q:
2 p = 3.98 x 10'4
- obi 3 -- bi 3 (2.15)
rhi, Rrh
Next, we approximate the mass m of the power supplies to be directly proportional to the
power requirements, accumulating what we will define as a kilograms per watt of power
required. Approximating a to equal roughly 20 kilograms per kilowatt, or 0.02
kilograms per watt, we deduce:
m = aP = aIc,,her = aI(106 V)= 2.0x104 I (2.16)
For altitudes of less than 10 Earth radii, the geomagnetic field can be approximated as a
dipole field:
P O R h ( 2 cos 9, sin ,0) (2.17)
Where we adopt conventional spherical coordinates aligned with the Earth's dipole
moment, whose magnitude is ME = 8.05 x 1022 Am 2 . The polar angle 0 at the equator
equals a/2, so the magnetic field lines at the equator all point straight north, as expected.
The magnitude of the magnetic field in the equatorial plane is thus expressed as:
B = o ME
4ARh 3  (2.18)Sub t torbit o
Substitute the previous expressions for 0, m, and B into our angle equation to obtain:
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0= 3.38 -10-4rad = 0.019' (2.19)
The equilibrium angle of the tether is not only miniscule, but also independent of altitude
and tether length. Thus, we can assert that the Lorentz torque on the satellite is negligible
and the tether remains in stable equilibrium parallel to the z-axis, pointing almost directly
away from the Earth.
The only concern that results from the Lorentz forces now is satellite deformation
resulting from the Lorentz torques pointing in opposite directions. This is a structural
concern and lies outside the scope of this thesis, though further study is recommended.
2.3 Tether Potential Magnitude
According to the tether current equations cited earlier, since the total length of negative
tether equals the length of its positive counterpart, the magnitudes of the potentials in the
positive and negative tethers must be unequal, lest the difference in mass between
electrons and ions produce a difference in net current.
We assume that the physical dimensions (total length, radii) of both tethers are equal.
Furthermore, for altitudes above 2000 km, hydrogen ions makes up the vast majority of
the positive ions, so other ions such as helium and oxygen can be neglected, simplifying
the ion current expression to a single term. Since we wish to attract zero net current, we
set the two currents equal to each other so they may neutralize one another.
Ie = I, (2.20)
2rTen.L 2e r =2rTen L -2eF T (2.21)
_ 
T
0 + Me m DT-(2.22)
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We conclude that the potential magnitude of the negative tether is much greater than that
of its positive counterpart. This makes sense because electrons travel much faster than
the heavier positive ions and using similar tethers of equal and opposite potential would
result in the capture of electrons at a far greater rate than that of ion capture.
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2.4 Tether Radius and Sheath Radius
2.4.1 Tether Radius
Before we can conduct calculations using our proposed series tether, we must confirm
that the tether's radius and sheath radius prove practical. The tether will attract a current
proportional to the tether's radius, but it will be limited by the capabilities of the power
supplies which will be driving the current. Let us define a power supply with an upper
limit of Pmax watts. When two are attached to the satellite, their maximum current
capacity can be deduced thus:
Fmax max VT (2.23)
I - max _ max 2.24)
V 106 volts
Each power supply would be responsible for transporting the current from one half of the
central positive tether, so that current must be less than Imax. Applying our earlier
equations for the current resulting from either half of the positive tether length is thus
subjects the radius of the tether to an upper limit. If we assume the negative tether
potential to be 10 MV, and if we assume all positive particles are protons, then we
calculate:
I L 2e(D = 2e4 max
=2ren-- rren < I 1
2 2 me me
r7  < max e _ max _ max i
en-L(ITr 2erT enLIr 
-2e4T nL 
-- 2(ecDT<
rT 90.3 'max (2.25)
n.
According to Figure 2-8, the total number density of the plasma within the radiation belts
numbers on the order of 1010 m-3 so if we assume the presence of a very strong power
supply capable of producing 100kW, the upper limit of the tether radius becomes
approximately 1 mm, a feasible radius if our tether is made of tungsten steel. It should be
noted, however, that according to simulations by Jean-Marie Deux in Figure 2-9, the
current of the orbiting tether at voltages below 1 OOV can add up to twice the calculated
OML current. This differential appears to vanish as the voltage increases, yet stays fairly
sizeable around the range of 550V covered by the positive tether. For the sake of
conservative calculations, we compensate for this possible phenomenon by halving the
tether radius to 0.5 mm.
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Figure 2-8: Plasma Density as a Function of Altitude [2]
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Figure 2-9: The dependence of current collection on (positive) tether bias in the cases of
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2.4.2 Sheath Radius
According to Choiniere and Gilchrist, the radius of the tether's sheath is governed by the
ambient plasma, the potential bias on the surface of the tether, and the radius of the tether
[4]:
= 2.554( r) In- (2.26)
kT, AD r
We already know that our tether will bear a potential bias of 1 megavolt on its surface, so
DT = 106 V. XD is the Debye length of the plasma and depends upon the electron
temperature and density of the plasma, and thus depends upon the altitude at which the
satellite will operate.
E0eAD = k, (2.27
en
The tether sheath thus depends upon electron temperature, which in turn depends upon
altitude. The following graph dictates the
below 8000km.
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Figure 2-10: Variation of electron temperature with altitude and magnetic latitude. The
data depicts the average temperatures from 1989 to 1995 recorded by the thermal electron
distribution instrument on the EXOS-D satellite. [5]
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The small temperature differential between the latitudes 50 and 150 indicate that we can
roughly approximate the temperature in the equatorial plane (i.e. at 00) using the data
accumulated at 5'. Since the temperature varies dramatically between night and day, we
approximate day-average temperatures for several altitudes, which will in turn be used to
approximate their corresponding day-average sheath radii. This simply involves
converting the previous equation to:
.325
r r e = (2.554 J In .= 0 (2.28)
D r kT
For a given altitude, we simply employ a computational zero-solver to find the radius
sheath. We need not worry about the computer having to choose between multiple
solutions, since the above equation increases monotonically with rs.
Altitude (km) Electron Plasma Sheath Radius Sheath Radius
Temperature Debye Length Negative Tether Positive Tether
(K) (in) (in) (m)
2000 3400 0.040275 242.68 1.2346
4000 3900 0.043134 234.80 1.1959
6000 5100 0.049326 220.11 1.1237
8000 6200 0.054386 210.00 1.0739
Table 2-1: Sheath Radii, Positive and Negative Tethers
The negative tethers each bear a sheath radius of order 10 2m, while the positive tether's
sheath is only on the order of 1 m. In either case, tether length dwarfs the sheath radius by
multiple orders of magnitude, allowing us to approximate the geometry of the entire
sheath as a long cylinder.
2.5 Magnetic Field Effects
Our analysis of the deflection of particles by the tether necessitates an analysis of both
electrodynamic and magnetic effects of particle scattering.
2.5.1 Self-Magnetic Field
As the tether collects current, the resulting magnetic field creates a series of closed field
lines surrounding the tether. The intensity of this field reduces with distance until it
merges with the Earth's locally open magnetic field lines. The planar projection of the
field lines on the border between the open and closed field lines is called the separatrix.
Since the separatrix is not circular, Khazanov et al stated that the separatrix and the
circular induced field lines converge around radius where they share equal perimeters.
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Thus, the condition for reduced current collection due to self-magnetic field effect is as
follows (in SI units) [6]:
3.23 * I2)z < IPatrx-32 r*, r*=- 2 (229)cosa 2reoc2 B (2-2)
= plasma sheath radius
separatrix = perimeter of separatix
a = - - (angle between tether and earth's magnetic field)2
B = magnitude of earth's magnetic field
We've already determined the angle between the tether and the earth's magnetic field to
be a/2, so c=0, and cosx=1. The upper limit decreases with B, and our sheath radius
increases with B. Since B increases with altitude, the inequality is most likely to be
satisfied at the highest possible altitude, which for the scope of this study is 8000km
above the earth's surface. Substituting the magnitude of the magnetic field at this altitude
and the equation for OML current, the inequality in (2.29) can now be quantified:( 1 
- 2eD
2n-, < 3.23( 2rTenL DT
rn L -ekb
r < 3.23 T T < 4.1821mm (2.30)
Ue0c2 B 2m,
The separatrix radius measures only about eight times the radius of the tether itself,
which is to be expected, given that the total current amounts to only a fraction of an
ampere. Our sheath radius for both the positive and negative tethers exceed this upper
limit by several orders of magnitude, so we deduce that self-magnetic field effects have
negligible impact on current reduction and can be ignored when calculating deflection
angles.
2.5.2 Magnetic Gyrations
The Earth's magnetic fields generate gyrations in the particles that must be considered
when analyzing the electrostatic effects of the tether, so long as the Larmor radius (or
gyroradius) is of a higher order of magnitude than the radius of the tether sheath. The
Larmor radius is represented in CGS units thus [7]:
re =2.38 VI cm (2.31)B
Te = electron temperature (eV)
B = magnetic field (G))
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r,=1.021 o 2  cm (2.32)
BZ
T = ion temperature (eV)
B = magnetic field (G)
Z= charge state
mion
Mproton
Again, protons dominate the ion population above 1500km, making them the only ions
whose Larmor radii we will consider, and for which Z=1 and y--l. As stated before, the
magnetic field is given by:
flo M To ME
B 4 R 3 sa 4/ R , 3  _04 Gauss (2.33)
Now we can substitute (2.33) into (2.31) and (2.32) to calculate the values of the
magnetic field and Larmor radius for both ions and elections at various altitudes.
altitude (kn) Te(K) Te(eV) B(Tesla) re (M) ri (m)
2000 3400 0.29 1.37x10 5  0.094 4.024
4000 3900 0.34 7.22x10-6  0.191 8.192
6000 5100 0.44 4.26x10-6  0.371 15.895
8000 6200 0.53 2.72x10-6  0.641 27.467
Table 2-2: Average Temperature and Larmor Radius in Ambient Plasma
The thermal Larmor radius of the ions is considerably less than the radius of the tether,
but since the voltage on our tether is seven orders of magnitude larger than the average
thermal energy of the particles, the particles greatly increase their energy by entering the
sheath, thus increasing their Larmor radii. Let us assume that a particle enters the sheath
and increases its thermal energy 2% of the tether's total potential bias (that is, 20 keV),
its Larmor radius exceeds the radius of the negative sheath by one order of magnitude
and the positive sheath by two orders.
Altitude B(Tesla) re (M) ri (m)
2000 1.37x10 5  24.52 1050.94
4000 7.22x10-6  46.60 1997.55
6000 4.26x10-6  79.08 3389.30
8000 2.72x10-6  123.94 5311.95
Table 2-3: Larmor Radii at 2% of Negative Tether Energy
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Altitude B(Tesla) re (m) ri (m)
2000 1.37x10-5  0.5727 24.546
4000 7.22x10~6  1.0886 46.655
6000 4.26x10-6  1.8471 79.161
8000 2.72x10-6  2.8949 124.06
Table 2-4: Larmor Radii at 2% of Positive Tether Energy
Thus, the effect of magnetic gyrations in ions can be neglected in determining the
deflection angle in both tethers. The same is not true for electrons, however, so any
scattering calculations that neglect the effects of the Larmor radius will accurately apply
only to ions.
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Chapter 3
Scattering Theory
3.1 Electrostatic Scattering
To calculate the total dispersion rate of the tether, we analyze the effects of a single
electrostatic tether on a single incoming particle. Defining the directional axes as we did
when analyzing the loss cone, and assume a single tether of uniform potential parallel to
the z-axis such that the origin lies in the center of the tether. Next, assume a particle
barely inside the tether sheath, within the xy-plane, whose trajectory is radial inward.
Since the sheath of our tether is considerably shorter than the total length of any one
section of the series tether, we assume that the tether is infinitely long when calculating
the electrostatic force on the particle. Under this assumption, the tether is symmetric in
both the positive and negative z-directions, and thus exerts no force in the z-direction.
Thus, we analyze the electrostatic force on the particle only in the xy-plane as we would
a two-dimensional Coulomb collision.
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Figure 3-2: Loss Cone in Positive y-direction
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Defining g as the particle's speed in the xy-plane just as it enters the particle's sheath, q
as its charge, r as its radial distance from the tether, and (P as angular position, the energy
and momentum equations defining a two-dimensional Coulombic interaction are as
follows:
!m(&+r2M)+q#(r)=Jmg2 g= v 2 v,2 (3.1)
2 2
mr 2 *_ -mgb (3.2)
We obtain a formula for the rate of change in angle as a function of radius by rearranging
the momentum equation as shown:
- mgb - gb (3.3)
mr r
Substituting (3.3) directly into the energy equation (3.1) produces an expression for rate
of change in radius as a function of radius.
-I M +S 2 + qO(r)=-Mg2
2 r 2
dr) 2  2 b 2  2q#(r)
dt r mg 
-(3.4)
Square both sides of (3.4) and divide by (3.3) to get:
_ dr 2 r4  b2  2q#(r) (35)
(X d p b _ r2  mg
Split the differential terms:
b dr
r2 b 2  2q#(r) (3.6)
r2 mg
To determine the total change in angle that results from the Coulomb collision, we
integrate both sides. The left side is integrated from the initial angle to the final angle,
and thus integrates to the total angle change. The limits of the radius for the integral on
the right hand side are taken from rm to r., where rm is the minimum radial distance from
the tether that the particle reaches. Applying these limits of integration, we get:
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b drA(P= d(o = --4 (3.7)
rr b2 2q (r)
r2 mg
b 2  2q#(r,)
S 2 2
r,, mg
isregarding gravitational forces, if there were no electrostatic forces resulting from the
tether, then the particle would travel in a straight line, and Ap would equal n. The angle
by which the trajectory is deflected from the free flight path is denoted x, and:
X= r-2Ap (3.8)
By the definition of the tether sheath, the potential of the plasma outside of the sheath
radius r, is of the order 0.5kT << ecDI, and is thus neglected. We also neglect the
potential change due to the space charge of the charged particles in transit through the
sheath. Thus, we take the potential to be Coulombic for r<r. and zero for r>r., and our
integral becomes:
b dr b dr
A ='r2 b 2  2q#(r) r r (3.9)
2 2 I 2
r mg r
Now we must calculate the potential function in the Coulombic region. We employ
LaPlace's equation to the electric potential.
-a 2 a 2V2 _ ra + _ +- = --- ( 0
rar ar) r a0 2  az2  C (3.10)
Assuming the potential field near the tether to be similar to that of the field around an
infinite wire, the potential function varies only with r, eliminating the second and third
terms in the differential equation. Furthermore, we assume the tether to be surrounded by
macroscopically neutral plasma, so the charge density in its vicinity is zero.
V2 Ia r =0
r Jr ar)
- r =0 (3.11)
dr dr
Thus, the content of the derivative is constant, or:
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r-o=A
dr
0= A in r + B (3.12)
Our boundary conditions dictate that the potential at the surface of the tether is (D while
the potential at the surface of the sheath is 0.
r = rT : (DT= AInrT+B (3.13
r = r_ : 0 = Alnr. +B (3.1
Combine the two equations to get:
-4 = Aln r
A T
r
In *
rT
rT k. - )
rIn
Plug this into our integral to get:
fb 
y dr
b2 2q
r mg
b dr
- r 1 2r 
rr
rIn
r7.
The denominator of the first integral contains many factors independent of r which can be
grouped for simplicity. Let us define:
_ 2q (T
mg 2 r.
rr
(3.18)
Thus, our integral becomes:
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+ DT Inr
In
rT
in
T r
rin
rT
(3.16)
(3.17)
)
)
b dr b dr
-r r + - (3.19)
1 2 ~ r 2r r r
b bWe define q = -, and thus z7 = -, and substitute into both integrals to simplify:
r r.
q7m I q 2 -Ani 17 RT -7
)71
dj dq
- _1 7 2 - 1n' i (3.20)
Substitute this into our equation for the deflection angle:17m di,
3.2 Approximation Methods
3.2.1 Hard-body approximation
Fast, high-energy ions are naturally capable of penetrating deeper into the sheath of the
positive tether than slower, lower-energy ions. If an incoming ion possesses significantly
less energy than the tether possesses potential, it may be overwhelmed by the tether's
repelling force as soon almost immediately after entering the sheath. When such an ion is
repelled, it appears to almost bounce off the edge of the sheath as though it were a hard
body collision. We can thus approximate our expression for the deflection angle for
large, positive values of X and expect to derive a solution similar to that of an elastic hard
body collision between a tiny object and a cylinder.
We start with the definition for the tem:
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Now we convert the logarithm to an exponential expression which we can then
approximate via first-order Taylor expansion:
,= .- e It ~ =r7. 1+ '" 1-r7-m 2= rl. +r .'"
Substituting this expression back into the limit in our integral yields
X ~ )r - 2sin- r1 7 dq7
1-7 _2 - A In )7)7.
(3.24)
Now we expand the term in the radical of the integral's denominator via a Taylor
expansion around rj:
Rad =1 -q 2 - A ln- ~ (Rad) 7 + fda -d qa71 d) q (3.25)
=1- 17-2 + -2q_
Assuming >> 1, we can approximate:
77 A. A
This gives us the following approximation for the radical:
Rad=1-q 
- A(72
(3.26)
07s n1+ 1 -' 2
X = r-2sin-' r7_- 2 t- I
dq
2 A
- 7 ('1-r
To solve, we substitute:
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(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.27)
-)(17 - 17-)
R=l-i7~ 
-_ (77-
r!7
77 = 77-i
z~r=-2sin~' 77--2 _ dR
~_f-2sin-17 -2 f dR
~/ - 2
Since we are still assuming that >> 1, then 1 <<1, and
b = r. cosf (3.29)
This is the equation for a particle colliding with a hard cylinder, just as we expected.
3.2.2 Soft-body approximation
On the other side of the coin, if an ion possesses a very large amount energy in
comparison to the tether's potential, such that X<<1, it can pass almost straight through
the sheath with only minimal influence from the tether. Such an approximation applies to
only a small minority of the total number of ions, but it can apply to both attracting and
repelling tethers.
g
Figure 3-3: Soft-Body Approximation
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dR=-- dr
77-
(3.28)
+ 1 -77. R 0 77 = 77. ---> R = I - 77-
F = eE
rT
Since the effect of the tether will be miniscule, we can approximate the entrance and exit
angles of the ion to be nearly the same.
OMAX = COS 1 (3.30)r
We use this to define the range of the particle's radius from the tether and its position
along the x-axis with respect to b and 0:
b 99 (3.31)
cos0
x = rsin9 = btan0 (3.32)
dx= b dO (3.33)
cos 2 d
We define g as the ion's velocity component in the plane of the tether cross-section. If
we assume that the electrostatic force is so weak that it accelerates the particle mostly in
the direction perpendicular to the particle's initial velocity, we can approximate g to be
constant, which we use to approximating change in time as directly proportional to
change in the x-direction. Further substitution yields change in time with angle.
dx b d9dt =- - 2(334
g g cos 2 9 (3.34)
The electric field within the sheath is given by:
do d In _D, 1 _ D cos9
E = ( r - (3.35)
r d dr r. Irr nr b
rri rr rr
Next we define the force on the particle in the normal direction to obtain a differential
equation for the ion's normal velocity:
dvN
FN maN = m = eE cos 0 (3.36)dt
Substituting our prior equations produces a
eE ________s _____ddvN -cosAit= T d co b
m mlnr-. b gcos
2
rT
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dvN eb
N T dG=-d (337)
g 2 r_ 2
mg in
rT
Integrating over the total trajectory of the particle within the sheath, we deduce the total
change in the normal velocity (that is, the final normal velocity) in terms of the total
change in angle.
v dvN AM A d
-
d2Sg IAnAx 2
AvN -AM =cos 
-7 (3.38)
g
Since the ion originally has no normal velocity, the deflection angle is simply the angle of
the final velocity vector, or:
AV
"v= = A COS-1 R. (3.39)
This approximation is only valid for very low values of X, and since the result itself must
be not much greater than X.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Implementation
4.1 Flux Integral
Since we are primarily interested in the scattering of high-energy particles, we shall
restrict our focus to the high-energy populations, whose mean energy is 1 MeV. Low-
energy particles are collected and scattered by the tether as well, but their primary effect
lies in their collection rates which in turn determine the tether and sheath radii. Since
such effects have already been calculated in the previous chapters, the low-energy
particles can now be regarded as a separate population and ignored as we calculate the
6scattering rates of the high-energy particles at mean temperature T = 10 .11600 K
4.1.1 Distribution Function
Now that we have a computationally feasible expression for the deflection angle of a
given particle, we will implement it to determine what percentage of incoming particles
will be depleted. A tether in orbit will be attracting ions from many different directions
and velocities, and using the equation for the deflection angle, we can determine the
percentage of these ions that are properly deflected into the loss cone. However, before
we can do anything, we must first determine what distribution the ion velocities will
obey.
4.1.1.1 Loss Cone Correction
We start with a Maxwellian distribution of particle velocities in the magnetosphere
plasma, dependent only upon the velocity magnitude and normalized to integrate over all
velocities to the density n.
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f( ,vv,)=n 2 e 2kT (4.1)
=- =-(4 2
f f(vX,v,,vY)dvjvdv z = f' . f (vXv,,v, dvdvdz = n (4.2)
All Velocities
However, we are assuming that all charged particles whose velocities fall into the loss
cone exit the magnetosphere, so our distribution function must not include such ions.
This exclusion depends solely upon the direction of the ions' velocity vectors, not their
magnitude, while the Maxwellian distribution function depends upon velocity magnitude,
not direction. Thus, if we exclude a certain fraction of velocity directions from our
calculation, then the contribution of each velocity magnitude to the normalizing integral
will be reduced by that same fraction, as will the integral's total value. To determine the
fraction by which the normalizing integral is reduced, we simply determine the solid
angle fraction not encompassed by the loss cone. Remembering that the loss cone is
projected in both directions along the y-axis, we calculate this fraction K of the total solid
angle 47r to be:
K L- 2-2L . 1 co(-cos a ) aL (4.3)
4)r 4; r.3
If we restrict the limits of our normalizing integral to only those velocity vectors whose
directions lie outside the loss cone, yet maintain our original Maxwellian distribution
function, our result is reduced by a factor of K:
fff (vX, vt,, V. )vdvdv = n i = n cos aL
Outside -
Loss Cone
Since we want the normalizing integral to equal n, we divide the distribution function by
the extra factor, thus converting the normal Maxwellian distribution into a normal loss-
cone distribution:
fLC (,, yv) n e2 21T (4.5)
cos aL 1*
JJffLC (vx,v,,v, dvdvdv, = n (4.6)
Outside
Loss Cone
This makes sense because constricting the limits of the normalization integral reduces the
result, and we compensate by increasing the distribution function.
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4.1.1.2 Change to Cylindrical Coordinates
Our two-dimensional calculations on scattering theory were derived in polar coordinates
rather than Cartesian coordinates, so it makes sense to convert our three-dimensional
distribution function from Cartesian coordinates to cylindrical coordinates.
We split up the velocity vector into three components: the velocity component parallel to
the tether (v,), the velocity component within the perpendicular xy-plane (g), and the
angle at which the latter component lies from the x-axis (0). In other words:
v =gcos9 g=F +v 2
(4.7
vV= g sin9 0=tan- 1  (4.7)
We similarly convert the differential terms in the integral:
dvdv, = gdgdO (4.8)
Our loss-cone distribution is now defined:
3 m(g2+V_)
fLC z m e2kT (4.9)
cosaL ( )
JJfg - fL(C v, g,9)dgd6v, = n (4.10)
Outside
Loss Cone
4.1.1.3 Flux and Impact Parameter
Now that we have our distribution function, we can calculate the particle flux per square
meter per second through a surface area in the magnetosphere's plasma, assuming the
radial direction to be perpendicular to the surface.
f J= g2 . (4.11)
Outside
Loss Cone
To calculate the actual number of particles passing through, we have to determine the
area through which the ions are passing. However, we cannot simply multiply the per-
square-meter flux equation by the area of the tether sheath because not all particles which
penetrate the sheath do so at a perfect right angle. This problem can be circumvented by
working in terms of the impact parameter b.
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Starting with a cross-sectional diagram of the tether sheath, define a velocity vector v
such that g is greater than zero and 8 any single value. Isolate all incoming particles with
said velocity. Define a Gaussian surface directly between these incoming particles and
the tether sheath, as shown, such that the ram end is flat, precisely the length of the sheath
diameter, and perpendicular to the radial direction.
Finflux
influx
Ro
Figure 4-1: Gaussian Surface Around Sheath
Since there are no sources or sinks of ions, the flux of ions of this given velocity out of
the surface's rounded end (and into the sheath) must equal the flux into the plate from
outside, which we can much more easily calculate. The incoming particles have no
impetus to pass through any portion of the plate any more than any other part because the
flat-plate portion of the surface exists outside the tether sheath, resulting in equal
distribution across this plate. For ions of any given velocity vector with a non-zero radial
component, the flux area is simply twice the sheath radius multiplied by the length of the
tether. This holds true for all such velocity vectors, so the entire flux integral is also
multiplied by this factor, as shown:
1 u= JJ/g2 - fLc(v,,g,0).2RLT -.dgddv s- (4.12)
Outside
Loss Cone
However, when we calculate the rate at which particles are scattered into the loss cone,
not all impact parameters result in the incident ion hitting its target. This is not only a
limiting factor to the range of impact parameters which we sum into the integral but also
a function of the velocity vector itself. This term for the impact parameter's acceptable
width, which we shall call wb, must be completely nested within the flux integral.
Scatter = JJg2 . f C(v g, . (v,g,)LT . dgd6dv s (4.13)
Outside
Loss Cone
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4.1.2 Scattering Limits
Before we leave the integral as is, we must realize that Wb is not non-zero for all velocity
vectors. That is particles incident at certain velocities have no chance at being scattered
into the loss cone. To minimize the computational requirements for this calculation,
there is no sense in spending processing time towards ions which do not contribute
toward the scattering flux. We continue with our two-dimensional plate diagram,
identifying and excluding all such "hopeless" ions from the integral limits to manageable
levels. Our goal is to isolate the permutations of initial velocities and impact parameters
such that any particle bearing those initial conditions upon entering the tether sheath will
be scattered into the loss cone upon exiting the sheath.
4.1.2.1 Axial Velocity Component vz
We start with the v, parameter and allow it to take any value. Placing no restrictions
leaves the limits of v, the same as in the normalizing integral:
- 00 < v_ < 00 (4.14)
To shorten our calculations, we remember that we are assuming the particles to act as
though our tether were infinitely long, thus resulting in the same deflection in the
equatorial plane regardless of the sign of the z-velocity component. Thus, we cut the
limits to our integral in half due to symmetry:
0< v <00 (4.16)
This change is accommodated by multiplying the total flux integral by 2.
4.1.2.2 Radial Velocity Component g
Next up is the g parameter. Remember that for a particle with a given velocity, the
scattering tether can alter the particle's velocity vector only by rotating it about the
tether's parallel axis. Thus, if v, is sufficiently large compared to g, then the total vector
cannot be rotated into the loss cone no matter how it is scattered:
Thus, for a given value of vz, g much be at least sufficiently large that, if the velocity
vector were to exist entirely within the y-z plane, it would lie parallel to the edge of the
cone. Larger values of g place the vector further inside the loss cone, while smaller
values of g cause it to exit the loss cone. Thus, only values of g within this limit have an
opportunity to enter the loss cone, and no other values of g do not factor into our
scattering flux. That is:
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V,
- < g < o(4 7)
4.1.2.3 Incident angle 0
Next, we analyze the incoming particle angle 0 with respect to both v, and g. If we
assume that the ions will be approaching the tether sheath independent of incident angle,
then the behavior of the particles is symmetric across both the x-axis and y-axis. To
simplify our calculations, we multiply the flux integral by four and limit our integral to
one-quarter of the total range of 0:
0 9 - (4.19)2
These limits must be further constricted so as not to include any incoming particles
whose velocities fall into the loss cone. The condition for an ion's velocity vector to lie
outside a loss cone is:
2 2
V,tan aL < (4.20)
Since we are assuming that no incoming particles lie within the loss cone, we substitute
the initial polar velocity components into the above equation and deduce which values of
8 satisfy and thus may be excluded from our calculations.
t a 2 2 2 s 2+tan 2 a<v5 v = g .o +
g2 sin 2 0tan2 a, < g2 cOS2 9+v 2 =V2 2 sin 2 0
g 2 sin2 (l+ tan2 a )=g2 sin 20 c V2
Cos2 aL
Oiim =±sin' vcosaL (4.21)
Since we restrict 8 to the first quadrant, the integral limit becomes:
-I(Vos)
0 9 5 sin' (4.22)K g }
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4.1.2.4 Impact Parameter b
Now, given an ion with velocity vector components vz, g, 0, we must determine which
values of b allow for loss scattering. This is accomplished by determining which values
of X produce such results, from which we determine the corresponding values of b. As
displayed in the following figure, we define X such that a positive deflection angle
corresponds to a deflected particle whether the impact parameter is positive or negative:
b>Ob b<b
Figure 4-2: Deflection Angles for Positive and Negative Impact Parameter
We first identify the initial velocity components in terms of vz, g, 0.
v = -gCos 0
v1, = -g sin 
v- = v-
We then define the exit velocity components in terms of the initial velocity and the
deflection angle:
vv =gcos(9+nT-g)=-gCos(9-x)
vV = g sin (0+ -)= g sin ( -)
v= v
vX =gcos(+T+X)=-gCos(9+x)
v =gsin(0+T+)gsin(0+x)
V =V-
(4.23)
(4.23)
(4.23)
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In other words:
vX =-gcos(9mX)
v1, = g sin (G mX) (4.23)
V =V
-for b > 0
+ for b < 0
Next, we plug the components of the exit velocity vector into the loss-cone condition.
tan 2 a, v, '2+,' 2 g 2 cos2 (9 mV )+v
v. '1 g2 sin 2 (9 mY)
g 2 sin 2 ( g)tan2 a, g2 cos2(pg%)+v)
g 2 sin2(0 +)(+tan2 a, )2 +v2
sin 2 ( g X) >1v
22
sin 2 (9 g X) cos 2 aL 1+ 2 (4.24)
Isolate the angular terms to obtain our limit for x in terms of 0:
_ + V 2 
_ I + V2
sinl V cos at <jp1XI0I r sin 2 cos aj
g 9
sin-' cosaj %. zl r sin-' cosaL (4.25)
- for b>0 V 2 v2
+for b < 0
From here we can determine which values of X result in an ion of velocity vector v being
scattered. After that, we can computationally determine which values of b correspond to
each deflection angle limit, and the sum wb would equal the difference between each pair
of impact parameter limits.
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Figure 4-3: Deflection Angles Dependant upon Impact Parameter
That is, if each of the limit deflection angles Xi, X2, 2, X4, and determining their
corresponding impact parameters b1, b2, b3, b4 :
w (v,, g,0)=1b, - b2 +lb3 - b4 l
4.1.3
(4.26)
Final Flux Equation
Going back to equation 3.1, we establish the distribution function by multiplying the
interior term. After applying all of the above limits to our flux equation this turns into the
following for our scattering flux:
t,,e, =8 - in 1( vco )2 0) - g (v,,,g,0 -L, -d dgdvs' (4.26)
4.2 Computational Approximation
We have already derived an expression which, for a given velocity, accepts an impact
parameter and returns the deflection angle. For this integral, however, our task is to
accept a deflection angle and return an impact parameter. The deflection angle
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expression cannot be simplified analytically, so instead we will develop a reference table
from which we can interpolate values.
We construct a 2-dimensional matrix such that each column index corresponds to a given
value of b, and each row index corresponds to a given value of X. The matrix elements
themselves are the values of X corresponding to the values of b and X corresponding to
that element's indices. In the deepest layer of the flux integral, we can determine the
limits of X as defined by vz, g, and 0, and use the reference matrix to determine the
corresponding values of b.
The integral in this expression cannot be determined analytically, so for the purpose of
our calculations, we will be employing quadratic approximations via Matlab. One
problem that arises is that quadratic integral approximations substitute the integration
limits directly into the expressions; doing so with the upper limit produces an infinite
number since, by our definition of rm:
1 1 1
_=00
2 Rb, 2 nr - (4.27)1 - , Aln '" I - Aln
7- r,. r,
This singularity at flm produces an error which we resolve by splitting the integral into
two parts: the main body, and an addendum to approximate the area closest to the
singularity.
Define , as a value of ' slightly smaller than ur. We split up the integral thus:
dq 1'" _ dq' d
f + (4.28)
1- 2 - A In '" -q- -'I A In " - 2 -7, -n A '"
The first expression on the right-hand side can be derived computationally because
neither limit encompasses the singularity. The second expression can be approximated
analytically by introducing a change of variables.
F'= h -e, 0 nd'h E, E << d mt (4.29)
From here we expand the term within the denominator's square root.
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I -12 - In ==,(, _ ) - n "
=1-)7m2 + 2)7m7'-1'2 -in 7, 1 -
_77 ( )
=17 2, + 2)7m,,,'-)7'2- In(I - A In( 1-
= - r 2 -2 A n 7 + 2 )7, , '- '2 A I
1 4 44 2 4 443
=0
= 27m7,_-l,2-n - J (4.30)
We approximate this expression with a second-order logarithmic Taylor series.
I 12J (4.31)2 7m,, , _7 2- _A In 1 2 ,17 '-) 7 '_7 2 _ A )7' 1 r7'2 ( . 1
7mr ) qj,, 2+ J
=2 A'2 -1 +77' A+217m
Next we substitute this approximate expression into the addendum integral.
dq '" dq (4.32)
S- 72 A In q'- ,2 
-2 + r7' + 2ql,'77. 7 27 m
From our earlier definition, '7= ,, - q we determine that dq7'= -drq. Furthermore,
while the limits of ri are lm6- and rim , the corresponding limits of il' are 6 and 0,
respectively. Substituting all of this into our integral yields:
F - dr' dr' (4.33)
rj,2 - +77' +27m F'2 - +1{ +27rl
2)7, ) m (,)2, ) 7m
f1 dq
A2 ) I+ 1 2 27m2++2q,2V)7 +2m
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To make the integral a bit more feasible, we compute the first-order Taylor expansion of
the term about 77'=0.
(I 1 A-2, 2_21 , + 2/,2 1 A-27m 247m A+ 277m2
Plug this into the integral to get
1
+ 27
r
er. dr'
I -22+2r
I f 1
-+27r
77,11
1 A22)7m 2
47r,, A+ 27.2 7 q
2 
- 1 
-217
~to2 r hei6+277,+27,,
Plugging this approximation back into our expression for the integral yields:
" m E d£ 5 2J- 2 -q n +Cn +277,) 1 2 127m267m A+27rm,2
In turn, substituting this integral into the expression for the deflection angle yields:
=,r-2sin-1 7 -2 dr 2e 2 A 2t2q7 1-q7 2 -A lnr, K+,, 27m 617m A+ 217rn2
)7. rF_
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(4.34)
(4.35)
qI dri
q- 2 - IA n-"',
(4.36)
(4.37)
I
4.3 Reference Tables
Since we cannot invert the previous integral to obtain an impact parameter as a direct
function of a given deflection angle, we produce reference tables containing values of X
for a range of values of both b and X. During our calculations, given a value of both b
and X, we can interpolate the corresponding value of x.
4.3.1 Positive Tether
For very low values of X, the positive tether's sheath produces deflection angles similar
to those predicted by the soft-angle approximation. For extremely low values of X,
however, the total value of the deflection angle is dwarfed by the error in the integral
approximation, resulting in negative values, though of negligible order.
4.3.1.1 Positive Tether - Minimum Radius
Minimum Radius for Ions Entering Positive Tether
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Figure: 4-4: Minimum Radius, Positive Tether
For very low values of k, the minimum distance approaches zero, as the incoming
particles are deflected much more rapidly.
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Positive Tether - Deflection Angle
Deflection Angle for Positive Tether
2 4 b
lambda
Figure: 4-5: Deflection Angle, Positive Tether
For any given value of lambda, the smaller the impact parameter, the greater the
deflection angle. This makes sense, since we expect the tether to produce a greater effect
upon the ion when it makes a closer pass. For the further portions of the graph
4.3.1.3 Positive Tether - Deflection Angle Focused
The problem with this graph is that the high gradient of the deflection angle for low
values of k makes interpolation imprecise for low values of b and k. Our solution is to
adjust our sampling positions such that it is focused about the area of highest change. For
b, we space our sampling points inverse-exponentially from b=0:
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4.3.1.2
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Figure: 4-6: Deflection Angle, Positive Tether, Focused
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4.3.2 Negative Tether
4.3.2.1 Negative Tether - Minimum Radius
First off, we look at the values of rm:
Mimimum Radius for Ions Entering Negative Tether Sheath at 2000km100
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Figure 4-7: Minimum Radius, Negative Tether
Naturally, since this is an attracting tether, the minimum radii will be much smaller than
those for the positive tether. For very low values of X (i.e. for ions with very high
energy), the tether has little chance to exert a force on the ion, and thus the minimum
radius approaches the initial impact parameter as A approaches zero.
4.3.2.2 Negative Tether - Deflection Angle
When we attempt to replicate the data with the negative tether, we initially expect our
results to be vaguely similar to our results to our positive tether, with smaller impact
parameters resulting in deflection angles of larger magnitude, keeping in mind that the
deflection angles will now be measured as negatives. However, when we calculate the
deflection angle, we discover an unusual phenomenon: for any lambda, the deflection
angle as a function of impact parameter is no longer monotonic.
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Figure 4-8: Deflection Angle, Negative Tether
For the lower values of X, the deflection angle once again appears to obey the soft-body
approximation and approach zero, yet it is apparent from the contour graph that the
deflection angle magnitude first increases with increasing impact parameter and after
some turning point starts decreasing again. This turning point appears to increase with .
The scale of the graph makes the contour lines for high values of b difficult to read, but
we know that for any finite value of lambda, the deflection angle must equal zero if the
impact parameter equals the radius of the sheath. Assuming there are no discontinuities
in the graph, that must mean that for every value of X, there exists a value bmax such that
the magnitude of the deflection angle is maximum for that value of k. For low values of
k, this value is a fairly small fraction of the sheath radius. For larger values, the distance
between this value and the sheath radius is tiny.
4.3.2.3 Negative Tether - Deflection Angle Focused
For computational purposes, we take an exponential-scale sample of the data to zoom in
on the impact parameters closest to the radius sheath.
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Deflection Angle for Negative Tether, Focused
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Figure 4-9: Deflection Angle, Negative Tether, Focused
The exponential close-up verifies our previous analysis, as we can now more clearly
define the values of bmax for the lower values of X. For high values of X, even though we
know bmax exists, it is even greater than our sampling increment closest to the sheath
radius. When we compute the ranges for the tether, the range of b greater than bmax
becomes negligible.
In order to determine the source of this odd behavior, we compare the above graphs of
minimum radius and deflection angle. For a given X, there exists some value bmax such
that the maximum possible deflection angle is achieved. For blow< bmax, the ion makes a
closer pass to the tether, but the pass doesn't last as long. What appears to be happening
is that because the ion has a lower value of b, more of the force exerted upon it by the
tether is directed in the direction parallel to its velocity until it passes very close to the
tether. For bmax, the tether potential exerts more force in the radial direction, translating
into a weaker but longer-lasting centripetal force.
If you could position an ion directly into the sheath such that its velocity vector was
exactly perpendicular to the radial direction, there would exist a value X such that the
force on the ion would be precisely equal to the centripetal force required for a stable
orbit, and the ion's deflection angle would be infinite. We know this to be an impossible
scenario for the ions in question because the only way an incoming ion can enter the
sheath at precisely 90' would be if the impact parameter equaled the sheath radius, at
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which point no deflection occurs at all. However, such a trajectory can be partly
mimicked if the ion approaches the sheath at an angle and speed that maximizes angular
acceleration while minimizing linear acceleration.
Figure 4-10: Maximum Impact Parameter
With this in mind, let us examine the integral for the deflection angle itself. Of particular
note is the integral defining the angle transversed by the ion while within the sheath:
Aq,=-4b drfr r
1 2 r
r- r
(4.38)
I r b
-, 2 = , 2+
The larger this integral becomes, the greater the magnitude of the deflection angle
becomes. Thus, let us examine how increases in b and k affect the size of this integral.
The limits of the integral are rm and oc. Set k as a constant. We already know that as b
increases, r. increases, and thus the range of integration decreases. However, if we look
at the content of the integral, we see that an increase in b causes an increase in the
integral's interior. Our adjustments in b thus produce two counteracting effects on the
integral. Below bmax, the increasing effects dominate, and the integral increases with b.
Above bmax, the limit restriction dominates, and the integral decreases with b.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 Tether Scattering Flux
For each of the tether altitudes, we have been able to calculate not only the total
scattering flux per unit length of tether, but also the total influx of particles into the
sheath per unit length. Thus we are able to compute not only the scattering flux of the
entire tether, but also the efficiency of the tether. Note once again that we will be
focusing specifically on the population of high-energy ions, as low-energy ions are of
little concern to us, and our calculations cannot be used to determine electron fluxes
accurately.
The first term we will evaluate will be the total flux of particles entering the sheath,
which we shall call the sheath influx. We take our particle influx equation from 4.12 and
obtain:
1 ( vcosaL M(9 )g2+v)
S n -2. 2e 2T R -L ddgdvs-' (5.1)]Finf lux -'z~ n- 9 cos aL 2 r TT *~
Since we restricting our focus to only the population of high-energy particles, we set the
temperature T to correspond to particles of the energy 1MeV, such that T = 106 - 11600.
The ambient density term in the distribution function could easily be extracted from the
flux integral before calculation:
3 (g2+ (5)
kc (vz',g,0)= n m 2e- 2kT~ (5.2)
cos aL zk
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Since separating the term proves useful for our analysis later, we display the particle
influx as a product of the ambient density and the remaining integral, which is now just
the volume influx, or y:
Yin = 8jO a[ f ( g 2  . 1Lrinflay 8 f f )9 cos aL
3 m *gd+v )
m1k e 2kT R LT -d~dgdv, M3s-1
Substituting the sheath radii for each altitude at each tether potential yields the following
volume influxes:
Altitude (km) Volume Influx (m's-1) Volume Influx(m's-)
Positive Tether Negative Tether
2000 1.5153x10" 2.9786x1013
4000 1.4678x10" 2.8819x10'
6000 1.3792x10" 2.7016x1013
8000 1.3181x10" 2.5775x101
Table 5-1: Volume Influx, Positive and Negative Tethers
As we increase the tether's altitude, the loss cone angle decreases, the effects of which
are twofold. First, since we assume the velocities of all particles in the magnetosphere lie
outside the loss cone, decreasing the loss cone angle increases the range of radial velocity
g for the incoming ions. Since the flux incorporates an extra g term into the normalized
distribution integral, the increased range of g makes for a greater range of angles for the
ions to penetrate the sheath, thus increasing the flux. However, this effect is counteracted
by the fact that the tether has to redirect incoming ions into a much smaller loss-cone,
which it misses more frequently. That is, even though the total number of incoming
particles increases with altitude, the total number that is actually scattered into the loss
cone decreases.
To calculate the particle scattering flux, we similarly split up the integral into a product of
the ambient density and the volume scattering flux:
e ,,. g2 J LCvg, )wb(v, g,9)T -dgd6Iv,s
Outside
Loss Cone
=nJ g2
Outside
Loss Cone
oaL MT 2 m(gg+v )
. m 2kT -w 9 ,g, -Lr -dgd~dv, M3s-
Co L )k b(
rscatter = n_ rscatter
From this we derive our volume scattering fluxes:
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(5.4)
(5.3)
39EM -A -Sim
Altitude (km) Particle Influx (s-) Particle Influx(s-')
Positive Tether Negative Tether
2000 8.6978x10 9  1.8130x10"
4000 3.9829x10 9  8.6175x10"
6000 1.3792x10" 4.4095x10"
8000 1.3181x10" .5059x10'
Table 5-2: Particle Influx
We can also calculate the tether "efficiencies" by dividing the particle influx by the
volume influx for each altitude at each tether:
Altitude (km) Efficiency (%) Efficiency (%)
Positive Tether Negative Tether
2000 5.74 6.09
4000 2.71 2.99
6000 1.45 1.63
8000 0.02 0.06
Table 5-3: Tether Efficiency
The most obvious result from our analysis is the rate at which tether efficiency is reduced
as we increase altitude.
5.2 Remediation Time
To determine how long the tether would take to deplete a certain region of space, we first
observe that its scattering flux is directly proportional to the ambient plasma density.
Assume we wish to thin a certain region of the magnetosphere by a factor of P (that is,
reducing the magnetosphere's population to one-tenth its original value would translate to
$=10). Say that the tether has a scattering flux of yn. Within a single unit of time, the
tether thus scatters yn, ions. Now suppose we isolate the tether within a given volume V,
which initially contains a total number of particles N, such that the ambient density is n.
To calculate the depletion rate, we first calculate the factor by which the ambient density
is reduced over a unit of time At. We start by defining the density before and after this
unit of time:
N
ni =-,V
(5.5)(N - nvycatterAt)
V
Now obtain An by subtracting the initial density from the final density:
(5.6)(N N-ny,,,,.At) N Y-n AAn = n- -n. -V- -- at
' V V V
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Divide by the given unit of time to obtain a differential equation defining the density:
dn _ An y.n (5.7)
dt At V
Integrate both sides to obtain
(5.8)
n = noeV
Thus, we can define a target density we wish to achieve for this region, and the following
tells us how long this goal will take:
n/ina1e =
no
t = - In no
y = nfi (5.9)
Now to define the region we wish to isolate. Since we are attempting to deplete the
radiation belts via a tether traveling in the equatorial plane at a certain altitude, we limit
our space to those magnetic field lines which intersect the equatorial plane near the
altitude of our satellite. We approximate the magnetic field lines of a given strength and
altitude to form a torus around the Earth.
The volume of a torus is given by:
V,(,us = 2)2 Rr 2  (5.10)
R is the radial distance from the torus center to its circular axis, and r is the radius about
the circular axis. To approximate the shape of the magnetic field lines, we take both R
and r equal to half the radius to the magnetic field line in question, or:
Vorus = I (5.11)
tou eq
If we want to determine the volume encompassed by the magnetic field lines that
intersect the equatorial plane within a certain radial distance form our tether's orbit, we
calculate the volume of the torus with the larger radius and subtract the volume of that of
the smaller radius.
mUg ! 2 (Reqouter 3 -Reqinner3 (5.12)
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When we substitute (5.8) into our equation for mission time, we discover that density by
itself plays no role in the total mission time, while the desired fraction depletion does.
t = 2 R ,,.ter - Req, )ln() (5.13)
4r
For a given altitude of tether orbit, let us define our target volume by the area covered by
the magnetic field lines which intersect the equatorial plane at altitudes within a distance
D of the tether orbit. Or:
Rq ,ouer = R,,,,t + D (5.14)
Reqinner = R,,,b, - D
Substitute this into our time equation to get:
t = I ((R,,,,, + D) - (Rorhit D)3)In (5.15)
4y
Furthermore, the satellite possesses both positive and negative tethers, each of cumulative
length 10 km. Thus, the term for the scattering rate is actually the sum of the rates from
each tether, or:
t = 7 2 ((R,,b, + D) 3 - (Rorit - D) 3 )In(/B) (5.16)
4(+ + y )
Let us suppose we restrict our toroidal space such that it covers only those magnetic field
lines whose equatorial altitudes are directly intersected by the tether's orbital path; that is,
we take D to equal 10km. If we wish to reduce the density within this isolated range to
one-tenth of its original value (i.e. set p=10), we get the following times at various
altitudes:
Altitude T (sec) T (years)
2000 1.3135x10 7  0.4165
4000 6.0330x10 7  1.9130
6000 2.0643x10 8  6.5458
8000 1.5722x10' 0  498.54
Table 5-4: Mission Time: D =10km
At low altitudes, the mission time falls to within approximately one year, so depleting
this section of the magnetosphere seems a plausible task. At high altitudes, however, the
mission time increases to outrageous proportions, so we might be better off setting out
sights a bit lower.
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Of course, these results are unrealistic in that we cannot cordon off the area of space
surrounding those we have designated to be part of V without particles from the
surrounding areas randomly scattering into it and repopulating it. Thus, let us expand our
borders further and define D 100km. Our results are now:
Altitude T (sec) T (years)
2000 1.313975x10 8  41.847
4000 6.0461x10 9  191.72
6000 2.0669x10' 0  655.39
8000 1.5730xlO1 2  49878
Table 5-5: Mission Time: D 100km
The volume increases by cubic order as a result of our expansion, so naturally the mission
time is also drastically reduced as a result.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusion
The prospects of a single tether satellite depleting a substantial portion of the radiation
belts now is temporally feasible for low altitudes around 2000km, but not for higher
altitudes around 8000km. When designing missions for magnetospheric remediation of
high-energy ions, a single tether should suffice for the low altitudes, but an array of
several dozen satellites might be required for the higher altitudes.
However, even for the lower altitudes, the tether satellite can sustain depletion only for
short spans of altitude. To deplete a range of altitude on the order of 1000km, one would
need an array of satellites constantly functioning at varying altitudes. Note that we have
yet to consider the effects of natural replenishment from cosmic neutrons, so our
estimates would appear to be best-case scenarios which must be tempered with future
research.
Regarding the implausibility of remediation missions at higher altitudes, on of the
greatest hindrance is the loss cone angle, which gets terribly narrower as we increase
altitude, resulting in reduced efficiency, especially above 6000km. At the higher
altitudes, even if every particle to interact with the tether satellite were to be deflected
into the loss cone, the number of particles to be deflected would still require at least
decades for the remediation requirements missions we wish to fulfill. Also, while our
calculations do not consider possible influx rate increases as a result of our tether's
orbital velocity, yet any increase of influx on the ram end would likely be offset at least
in part by a wake on the tail end, so any net gain in scattering rate would not in itself
deem feasible any high-altitude missions.
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One method of rendering high-altitude tethers more efficient would be to increase the
sheath size, which would necessitate increasing either the sheath radius or the sheath
length. Increasing the latter is a simple matter of increasing the overall length of the
tether, but the resulting increase in ion influx would be linear. If we wanted to increase
the ion influx by two orders of magnitude, we would increase the tether length similarly.
However, switching from a 10-km tether to a 1000-km tether. Since the tether radius
term is logarithmic while the tether potential term is not, changes in the latter overshadow
changes in the former. Furthermore, the added tether length would also result in
increases in charge collection, which would increase the deforming Lorentz forces and
reduce the tether radius.
If we choose to increase the sheath radius, we still encounter problems when considering
the power and structural limitations. Increasing the tether potential by several orders of
magnitude would easily increase the sheath radius to a more acceptable size, but the
tether radius would have to be reduced by an even greater factor to compensate for the
power limitation:
P m
r d" 3 (6.1)
n -2( e0D7
Increasing the tether potential by a factor of 100 thus decreases the tether radius by a
factor of 1000, making our tether radius roughly 0.5ptm. Our design for a 0.5mm tether
was tenuous enough as was, even if our design employed tungsten steel, but if our tether
is meant to connect two 100-kg power supplies, 0.5-pim is much, much more likely to
snap. We could increase the tether radius by also decreasing the length of the tether, but
that would linearly reduce the size of the sheath, and the ion influx, thus defeating our
intended purpose.
6.2 Recommendations
For future research, we would recommend several avenues for increasing the efficiency
of scattering tether mission designs. If one were to employ the series tether design
outlined in this thesis and expect a feasible mission plan, one would be required to
analyze different models for tether arrays in various orbits and maximize their cumulative
depletion rates. One should also analyze and compare various other designs, including
tether-clusters and tape tethers, to determine the most efficient and effective scattering
methods. Further research is also required to determine the effects of each of these tether
designs upon the natural replenishment rates of the radiation belts.
Whichever tether design one should settle upon, one must also determine the feasibility
of its design with regards to structural mechanics. Our analysis of Lorentz forces upon
the series tether concludes that non-negligible forces are exerted lengthwise on either end
of the tether, and whatever material is used to construct the satellite must be able to hold
its shape under these forces for consistent scattering operation. We calculated our
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scattering rates on the assumption that a 0.5-mm tether could survive collisions with
heavy ions and cosmic debris, but this assumption must be verified before we can cast
away the concern that the tether may snap too easily once deployed. We also assumed
that attaching two I00-kW power supplies to the series tether was a plausible design, yet
this electronic configuration must too be verified for feasibility over long periods of time.
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